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Chapter r 

Samplingg and analysis of steel 

4.11 Introduction 

I nn the previous chapter a number of alternative1 methods for the analysis of 
steell  for process control are considered. While these methods promise1 to be 
off  assistance to the process engineers in the future1, spark optical emission 
spectrometryy (spark OES) which is the method currently used for process 
analysiss in steel making has proven to be a reliable1 and fast method for the 
analysiss of solid steel sample's. With spark OES. the1 concentrations of C. Mn. 
P.. S. Si. Al . Cu. Sn. Cr. Ni. Me). \ b . V. B. Ti and Ca in steel are measured 
withinn a short, period of time1 (response time's are1 typically in the1 range1 of a 
200 to 30 seconds). For this type of analysis, so called double thick sample's 
(Figure11 4.1) are taken from the steel bath. Besides spark OES. also fusion 
andd combustion methods are1 used on these; samples to determine respectively 
cemceuitrationss of nitrogen and low e-oncentrations e>f carbon. This chapter 
he>weverr wil l handle only the1 prae-tical anel theoretical aspects of the analysis 
off  soliel samples with spark OES as that is the analysis method considered in 
thiss research. Also, the type's e>f sample probes wil l be1 discussed. 

4 4 
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F i g u ree 4 . 1: Double thick samples: a) photograph of sample with and without sample 
holder:: b) schematic representation of a double thick sample. 

4.22 Sampling 

Samplingg of double thick samples3 can be performed at different stages of the 
processs but only the process phases stirring station, vacuum ladle degasser, 
tundishtundish and mould are discussed. 

Fromm both stirring station and vacuum ladle degasser, double thick samples 
aree taken by means of a sample probe as presented in Figure 4.2(a). At the 
vacuumm ladle degasser. the sample probe is placed automatically into the steel 
bath.. Due to the high temperature, the metal cap melts away and steel flows 
intoo the sample chamber where solidification takes place immediately. The 
samplee probe is removed from the steel bath, the sample is taken out of the 
samplee chamber and cooled in water. 

Fromm the tundish. samples are taken by means of a sample probe alike the 
onee used for the stirring station and the vacuum ladle degasser as shown in 
Figuree 4.2(a). Handling of the sample probe can be performed automatically 
inn the vacuum ladle degasser. but in the tundish this action is performed 
manually.. The- paper tube is fit on a bend metal bar because the temperature 
andd fumes above tin- tundish are too hostile to take samples from above. The 
inlett of the sample chamber is closed by a metal cap which melts away only 
afterr the sample probe has entered the liquid steel bath. This prevents the 

^Otherr names such as lollypop samples, tongue samples and thick-and-thin samples ap-
pearr in the literature hut the name double thick samples will be adhered to throughout this 
thesis. . 
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Figuree 4.2: Schematic presentation of the sample chambers in sample probes: 
a)) sample probe for stirring station, vacuum ladle degasser and tundish; 
b)b) sample probe for the mould. 

powderr covering the steel surface from entering the sample chamber. After 
sampling,, the solidifietl sample is removed from the sample chamber and cooled 
downn in water. 

Thee third sample probe considered in this chapter is the one used for taking 
sampless from the mould (Figure 4.2(b)). In this process phase, dipping the 
relativee large sample probe into the liquid steel would disturb the process 
resultingg in irregularities in the cast product. An alternative sampling method 
iss used for the mould where the liquid steel is sucked up into the sample 
chamberr through a quartz tube. An inert gas (argon) is blown through the 
samplee probe and only when the quartz tube is positioned at the required 
position,, the argon flow is stopped. The liquid steel flows into the sample 
chamberr through suction, and becomes solid within a short period of time. 
Thee sample is removed from the sample chamber and cooled down in water. 

Althoughh the same type of sample is taken from the steel bath for the four 
processs phases stirring station, vacuum ladle degasser. tundish and mould, 
thee obtained samples arc; different from each other in terms of microscopic 
structuree and heterogeneity. These differences are caused by the differences in 
circumstancess under which the samples are taken from the different process 
phases.. The cooled sample is analysed on-site by means of spark OES or send 
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too the laboratory through pneumatic dispatch and analysed there1 by means 
off  spark OES (and other methods if needed). 

4.33 Sample preparation 

Thee surface of the double thick samples obtained from the steel making pro-
cesss is heterogeneous and not representative1 for the product in the steel bath 
duee to for example oxidation. Also the core of the sample is not completely 
representativee for the constitution of the steel bath because of inclusions and 
migrationn of elements. A surface which is representative for the contents of 
thee batch is obtained by means of grinding a thin layer (approximately 0.6 
mm)) from the surface1 of the1 steed sample. Another method which could be1 

usedd is milling but only grinding is exmsieieu'exl in this research because it is 
the11 me)st common used method for preparing double thick samples which are 
too be1 analysed by means of spark OES. 

4.44 Analysis 

Sparkk OES has many advantages among which the following few are important: 

 It is a fast method. 

 The principles are readily understood, although they are complex.74 

 A broad range; of elements can be analysed simultaneously. 

 A simple1 sample preparation suffices. 

 Analysis can be1 perfornuHl em the sejlid sample1. 

AA schematic representation of the spark OES is given in Figure 4.3. During 
analysis,, the sample (b) resides in the spark stand (i) which is kept under an 
argonn atmosphere. Argon is used for four reasems: 

 Usage1 of an inert gas. such as argem. avoids interaction with the1 sample 
orr with the1 electrode. 

 Argon transmits UV light relatively well. 

 The1 spark-ejveT ventage is rather low which diminishes the1 necessary 
pe'jwer. . 

 Argon is available1 in large quantities. 
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Figuree 4.3: Schematic representation of a spark optical emmission spectrometer; 
a)) tungsten counter electrode: b) double thick sample: c) plasma formed 
byy the spark: d) emitted radiation: e) entrance slit: f) disperse grat-
ing;; g) photo multiplier tube: h) outlet slit: i) spark stand: j) vacuum 
chamber:: k) mirror 

Betweenn the tungsten counter electrode (a in Figure 4.3) and the sample 
(1)) in Figure 4.3). a potential difference is applied. The space in between the 
samplee and the counter electrode is called the analytical gap. In the electronics 
off  the spectrometer a so-called auxiliary gap exists which is used to control 
thee spark at the analytical gap. So. a controlled spark is discharged on the 
sample.. Due to the high amount of energy applied to the sample within a short 
periodd of time, a small part of the sample evaporates and forms a plasma (c 
inn Figure; 4.3. see also Intermezzo: plasma in Chapter 3). 

Electronss in the atoms and ions (ions are produced due to the high temper-
aturee in the plasma) which appear in the plasma are excited due to the high 
temperaturee (20.000-40.000 K l,s-7"') . During relaxation, radiation is emitted. 
Partt of the radiation (d in Figure 4.3) enters the optical part of the spark OES 
throughh a lens and an entrance slit (e in Figure 4.3). The optical parts of the 
spectrometerr are situated in a vacuum (j in Figure 4.3) to prevent scattering 
andd absorption by. for example, nitrogen in air. 

Thee captured radiation is focussed on a grating (f in Figure 4.3) which dis-
persess the radiation of different wavelengths over a number of outlet slits (h in 
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Figuree 4.3). Each wavelength1' foeiissed on an outlet slit is raptured by mirrors 
(kk in Figure 1.!}) and foeussod on a photo multiplier tube (g in Figure 1.3). 
Tin11 radiation from only one spark is not enough to obtain reliable results. 
'II  horefore. a number of sparks are used for each measurement on a steel sam-
ple.. For the naming of analyses see the Intermezzo: naming of analysis. 

I n t e r m e z z o:: naming of analysis 

Inn this thesis a number of' mimes are used for different events dealing with 

measurementss performed on double thick samples. A spark is one occurence of 

applyingg a spark on a sample. A number of sparks applied, enough to »et one 

readingg for each element is called a measurement. To jiet reliable (accurate and 

reproducable)) results, a number of measurements are needed (typically '2 or .'$ 

lorr spark OKS). The combined results of these measurements are called an analysis: 

-parkk —» measurement > analysis 

(1)) (in sparks) (n measurement* 

Thee result of a measurement is an integrated number of photons detected 
byy the photo multiplier tubes (PMT's) for each element. Those measurements 
(intensities)) still need to bo transformed to concentrations. Tin1 total tra-
jectoryy from intensity to concentration concerns a number of stops which are 
neededd to obtain reliable results. OIK1 of those steps is the adjustment which is 
neededd to correct for instrumental drift and for shifts in the measured intensity 
thatt occur in the analytical signal due to cleaning of the spark stand. 

4.55 Adjustment 

Duringg sparking of the steel samples, small particles of stool are deposited on 
thee instrument parts in the spark stand. The lens, for instance, is covered with 
aa small layer of dust which reduces the total amount of radiation entering the 
opticall  part of t ho spectrometer. Besides the lens, also the counter electrode 
iss polluted by sample material and this results in a less condensed plasma. 

AA third cause of instrumental drift is the polymerisation of oil in the vacuum 
partt of the spectrometer. Oil (Miters the optical part duo to the vacuum pump 
neededd to obtain and retain a vacuum in the instrument. The radiation that 
(Miterss the vacuum is in the UY-raiige and radiation within this range of wave-
lengthss is able to cause polymerization of the oil. The polymer precipitates 

'Actually,, a small band of \vavelen»t lis i-. captured per outlet slit as rhe dispersion bv the 
rratiiiü;; is cont inuous rather than discrete. 
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onn the optical parts of the spectrometer and thereby absorps and scatters the 
incomingg radiation partly. 

Too reduce1 these effects which have1 a negative influence on the performance 
off  the instrument, the spark stand is cleaned every eight hours. The dust, is 
blownn away by air and the counter electrode is wiped mildly. The vacuum part 
off  the spectrometer is not cleaned on a daily basis because? a possible shift of 
mirrorss or other optical parts would cause much more1 harm than is corrected 
forr by cleaning the optical parts. 

Thee cleaning actions result, in a change of the instrumental behaviour which 
cann best be described as a random shock. Correction for this random shock is 
neededd to obtain reliable analytical results from the instrument. The correc-
tionn method used for the spark OES is a two-point correction method called 
adjustment. . 

Forr the correction, a number (4 or 5) of adjustment samples an; measured. 
Forr each element measured, a low and a high intensity is obtained. From earlier 
measurements,, it is known which intensities should I)e measured when the 
instrumentt is stable. These intensities are called the nominal values. A relation 
iss estimated between the nominal values (ƒ„) and the measured intensities (In) 
ass shown in equation 4.1. 

In.eIn.e = «e " h.r + Pe ( 4 - 1) 

Thee parameters ae and (if: which transform the measured intensity of ele-
mentt c (I0JJ) to the nominal intensity of element e {In.t) are calculated by 
meanss of equations 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 

«vv = -j —j (4.2) ti, = — (4.3) 

Thee intensities /„,,,/, and IrKVj are the high nominal value; and the low nom-
inall  value respectively for element c. The other two intensities. IOJ,j, and I0.c.i 
aree the measured high intensity and the measured low intensity respectively 
forr element, c. 

Thee intensities (I0) for an unknown sample; are correcter! by nutans of equa-
tiemm 4.1. The1 ideal values for o and fi are 1 and 0. respectively. In this case. 
II nn = Ia anel therefore, the measured intensities are1 not influenced by drift or 
randomm shocks. However, in reality the1 state1 of the spectrometer after cleaning 
the11 spark stand is such that the intensities measures! for the adjustment sam-
pless differ from the1 nominal value's. Therefore, estimation of the adjustment 
parameterss a anel si is performed each time the1 spark stand is cleaned. 
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Tablee 4.1: Maximum and minimum values for adjustment parameters a and 3. Ratio 
iss for elements that are measured relative to iron. 

Minimumm Ideal Maximum 
oo 05 ï UJ 

JJ (ratio) -0.25 Ö 025 
ii  (absolute) -25 0 25 

Thee adjustment parameters a and ft are limited to certain values. The spark 
OESS needs to be serviced if one of both values a or ft are outside the limiting" 
valuess presented in Table -1.1. Adjustment values outside these ranges indicate 
thatt the instrument suffers too much from instrumental drift. The values for 
ftft differ for ratio and absolute measured elements. In absolute values larger 
fluctuationss are allowed to be able to correct for larger fluctuations in the 
measuredd intensities. 

AA second condition for the adjustment measurements is that the intensities 
measuredd at adjustment period t differ no more than 10% from the intensities 
measuredd at adjustment period t — 1. This check is made to prevent errors 
causedd by accidentally swapping samples. 

4.66 Verification 

Thee adjustment parameters a and ft are subject, to errors due to the fact that 
analyticall  measurements are the basis for calculation of these values. The 
correctionn performed on the I0 values of subsequent measurements by means 
off  the adjustment values has to meet certain quality standards to ensure that 
thee measured intensities are corrected rather than worsened. Therefore, after 
eachh adjustment, a pair of verification samples is analysed and the analysis 
resultss are verified with the known values (concentrations). A certain deviation 
fromm the true values is allowed (analytical measurements always contain errors 
andd also the known values for the verification samples are subject to errors 
byy chance). However, when the obtained concentrations are out of range, the 
adjustmentt procedure is repeated after which verification takes place again. 
Iff  the obtained concentrations are still not within the specification limits, the 
instrumentt is not ready for process analytical measurements and needs a check 
up. . 
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4.77 Calibration 

Calibrationn curves are needed to transform the measured intensities to concen-
trations.. For this purpose, a calibration curve1 is estimated for ('ach element 
everyy three1 months. During these three months, a large1 amemnt e)f e'alibration 
sample's'' is measures! resulting in a niimbeT of intensities for eae'h eminent. 
These11 intensities are n4ateel to the (e*ertifie*ate) e'emcemtratkms by means e>f 
calibrationn curves for which the1 parameter's are1 estimates! by melius of kast. 
semares.. So. for e'ae'h element a moelek as presenter! in tHjuatioii 4.4 is obtained 
(ƒ„.,.. is substituten! by In.( .ratio for ratio iwasurenl erernerits). 

<"<"  = K.l) + 'V. I ' In, + K.l  (In,-? + K.:i  (In,)" (4-4) 

Inn this enmatiem c[' is the ceme-errtratiem of eileimeint e. />r.n . . .  are1 the1 re-
gressionn cex'ffie-ients and IjK, is the1 nie-asurenl intensity of element e. Depending 
uponn the1 e,e)inpleixity of the1 ïvlatiem be'twenri the1 intensity and the e-eme'entra-
tion,, a first e)rel(T me)elel ( b(  = 0 and b(  ̂ = 0). a see-onel oreler model (tV.u = 0) 
orr a third en'eler menled is nevelen! to describe1 the1 re'latiem between intensity and 
e-e)ne'(inti'atie)n. . 

The11 cemceritratiem (c'(') e>f element c. obtainenl with equation 4.4 still nevds 
te)) be1 exn-revten! because elisturbane-es sue'h as hit emblement effect and spectral 
interference1'^^ elisturb the nieasurenl intensity of some1 elements. The e'orrection 
factors,, neenlenl to take1 I he1 inteivlernent effect and spe'ctral inter fereiu-e1 intej 
ae'count.. are1 estimatenl emly eme'e wlicn a spevtnmieteT is brought into use1 for 
thee first time1. 

4.7.11 Interelement effects 

The11 elisturbane-es called intarlement effects have1 a systernatie- multiplie-ative 
influene'e11 on the1 mevisurenl intensity of the elisturbenl elenients. This means 
thatt there1 exists a re4atiem be'twenn the e*oncentratiem e)f elisturbenl element 
vv and the1 ce)iie'entratie)n erf elisturbing element <i.  These1 effects may have a 
physie-all  or a e-heniie-al e'ause1. A nuinbeT erf these1 causes are1 memtiemenl here1. 
Forr a more extensive1 list of causes erf intervlernerit erTen'ts. the1 interesten! ïeaeler' 
iss rerferreel to Slickers.1'' 

The11 eelges of inclusions attract the1 erVctrical spark more- than the surnmneling 
partt of the1 sample.'f ) As a result, the measures! e'e)iie-(ritratie>ns erf the elements 
inn the1 inclusion are ennrestimateel. The1 otrurrene-e1 of enr'tain ine4usions depend 

'MOSTT of the calibration sample's arc internationally recognized ECRM (European Cert i-
fiedd Reference Material) samples. 
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uponn the concentration of an other elements. So. the amount of' inclusions of 
sayy element a depends upon the concentration of element, b. The measurement 
forr element a then needs to be corrected by the measurement obtained for 
elementt b. 

Thee rate of evaporation of the sample can change when certain elements 
occurr in the sample. A lower melting point dut1 to the lower evaporation 
enthalpyy causes the measured intensities to be too high because less energy is 
neededd for the vaporization. When an appropriate reference line is used, the 
increasee of the intensities due the lower vaporization enthalpy is corrected by 
dividing'' the intensity of element a by the intensity of the reference line. 

Thee probability of excitation of an element a can be influenced by an element 
b.b. This change in probability is then caused by a change in plasma tempe-
raturee due to other elements with varying ionisation energy. In the presence 
off  elements with low ionisation energy compared with the base1 element, the 
temperaturee of the plasma drops, so that the intensity of elements with high 
excitationn energy becomes weaker and of those with low excitation energy 
becomess stronger. On the other hand, in the presence of elements with high 
ionisationn energy compared with the base element, the plasma temperature 
increasess and the spectral lines with high excitation energy become stronger 
andd those with low excitation energy become weaker. 

Thesee and other so-called interelement, effects can be corrected by means of 
aa multiplicative correction as shown in equation 4.5. 

<{.<{.  =  [1 + J j i v , , ,  c;j) + ]T(L,. r f  (r'i)2)]  (4.5) 
(l(l  (l 

Inn this expression. c'(. is the concentration of element e corrected for the 
interelenientt effects caused by element d. c" is the uncorrected concentration 
off  clement e. c" is the concentration of disturbing element d and the correction 
factorss are denoted by the parameters K(, ({ and L(: (j. 

4.7.22 Spectral interference 

AA second kind of disturbance is caused by line overlap, band overlap, back-
groundd interference or diffused light. In the design of the spectrometer, ana-
lyticall  lines arc1 chosen such that as littl e as possible overlap occurs. However, 
inadequatee resolution (line overlap), radiation from poly atomic particles such 
ass CS and A10 (band overlap), samples with a different matrix than normally 
usedd (background interference) or reflections in the optics of the spectrome-
terr (diffused light) all may have a negative influence' on the accuracy of the 
measurements. . 
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Thee influence of spectral interference can partly be corrected for by applying 
aa linear correction according to equation 4.6. 

Inn this expression. v\, is tin1 concentration of element e corrected for the 
spectrall  interference. c'f' is the uncorrected concentration of element c. c"f is 
thee concentration of element d causing the disturbance and the correction 
factorss are denoted by the parameters Mej and NCJj. 

Thee procedures described in the sections 4.5 through 4.7 are summarized in 
thee flow chart presented in Figure 4.4. This flow chart shows the steps followed 
forr the spark OES under normal operating conditions during an adjustment 
periodd of 8 hours. 

4.88 From intensity to concentration 

Thee calculation of the concentrations from the measured intensities is a rather 
complexx procedure compared to most OES measurements where only a cali-
brationn curve is needed to transform the measured intensity to a concentration. 
Forr standard methods, an internal standard is used very often but the pro-
ceduree is seldom more1 complicated. Unfortunately, this is not the case1 for 
measurementss performed on the spark OES. In the first step, the intensity 
measuredd for most of the elements (Table A.l in Appendix A) is divided by 
thee intensity measured for iron. The variation of these elements is highly cor-
relatedd to the variation of iron. By dividing the intensities of these elements 
byy the intensity measured for iron, instrumental drift is corrected to a certain 
amount.. In equation 4.7. the absolute intensity for element e {I0.e) is divided 
byy the1 absolute intensity for iron {I0.Fe) resulting in the relative intensity 
l>.,.ratiol>.,.ratio  for element e. 

*(>.c.ratio*(>.c.ratio  — ~r W-*  J 
la.Fe la.Fe 

Thee next step in the trajectory from intensity to concentration is the adjust-
ment.. The absolute (IOJ ) or the relative intensity (I(>.<  .ratio) is transformed to 
aa nominal intensity (/„. , and In.f .ratio) as shown in equation 4.8. Every eight 
hours,, the adjustment parameters a and ,i are recalculated with equations 4.2 
andd 4.3 respectively. 
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Figuree 4.4: Flow chart for the spark OES under normal operating conditions during 
ann adjustment period of 8 hours. 
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I,,.<I,,.<  = a,  1<>.<  + \ I„.<.rnti<>  =  -r^- + ^ (4 .8) 
lo.lt lo.lt 

Fromm the1 absolute nominal (F!lt) and the1 ratio nominal (Inj .,aiia) intensi-
ties,, concentrations are calculated by means of equation 1.4 resulting in the 
uncorrectedd concentrations c" for each element e. For elements that are dis-
turbedd by interelement or spectral interference, equation -1.5 or 4.6 are used 
respectivelyy to obtain the corrected concentration c'e. For other elements c' 
equalss c''. 

Soo far. the concentrations of most elenumts have1 been calculated relative1 te> 
thee irem e-oncemtratiem as a result of elivieling the intensities e>f the alloying 
elememt.ss by the intensity of iron. As a result, the1 sum of all cemceuitrations is 
nott ecjual to 100% . Fe)r the1 e-oncemtratieuis of e^emiemts for which the1 intensity 
iss ne)t elivieled by the1 intensity e)f iron, c, (the1 reipe)rted conevnt ration e.)f elemieuit 
e)) is equal to c'e. The1 cemcentrations e)f edennemts for which the1 intensity is 
dividendd by the intensity of iron, the relation b e k e en the1 alloying element, and 
ironn ((Hjuatiem 4.9) has to be1 taken into ae-ce)imt. 

where**  r, is the reporten! concentration e>f edemient c. c'( is the iron diluted 
concentrationconcentration e>f element v. c'f.f, is the iron eliluted e-oncemtratiem erf iron anel 
c »» is the1 trvA>v concemtratiem of iron. 

Assumingg that the te)tal ceme-emtratiem of all me^asmvd eileimeints is eenial to 
100'X.. the1 relation in equation 4.10 applies. 

<;.;.+<;.;.+  ^ c e + Y, <V = 100 (4 .10) 
ratioratio absolute 

Twejj  summations are1 aj)plieid: the1 summation of nil (4eineii1s for whie-h the-
intensitiess are1 relatenl te> the intensity ejf ire>n (V , , , ,, ) anel the' summatiem ejf 

vv £-^ I  (I  t to ' 

alll  eleme'iits for whie-h the1 abse)lute intemsitv is usenl (V , , . ). 
Substitutie)]]]  eT eemation 4.9 anel the1 ndatiem cf. = c' for abse>lute ineasureel 

edemiemtss into expiation 4.10 results in equation 4.11 afte'r rearrangemieuit. 
'' The assumption is that the summed concent rat ions of all measured elements is equal to 

100 ' /. . 
'Technically,, it is wrong to speak about The true concentrat ion because also the iron 

concentrat ionn corrected for the iron dil lution is still a measurement. However, the name trut 
metisartmetisart d conet Titration of iron would probably be even more confusing. 

http://lo.lt
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,.. - ] l > ( ) ^abxoluh ( > I M i l l 
,, - —, ~ - j -  i-<  ( 1 .1 I ) 

'' Ft l^vatio f 

Thee concentration of' iron relative1 to iron {c'j- f ) is equal to 1(H)'/. When 
applyingg this knowledge to equation 4.11. the true iron concentration can he 
calculatedd with equation 4.12. 

== — YsabHolnie c< . 1()() {lA2) 

Applyingg the same relation (cy,( = 100) to equation 4.9 results in equa-
tionn 4.1.'3 which gives the concentration of clement r when the intensity of this 
elementt is measured relative to the intensity of iron. 

C-=ciC-=ci -P- ( l .K i ) 
'' 100 

Forr each measurement, a concentration is obtained for all elements for which 
intensitiess are obtained. Variations such as heterogeneities in the sample, fluc-
tuationss in the spark and errors by chance cause the measured concentrations 
too be unequal to the concentrations in the sample. To be sure that the mea-
suredd concentrations are reproducible, a number of measurements is performed 
forr each analysis. If the measured concentrations from two measurements are 
reproduciblee (according to predefined specification limits), the mean concen-
trationss from the two measurements are reported. If reproducibility is not 
obtained,, a third measurement is performed. Then the reproducibilities of 
measurementss 1 and -i. 2 and :J and the three measurements 1. 2 and .'}  are 
testedd subsequently . If a reproducible pair (or triple) of measurements is 
found,, the mean of these measurements is reported to the process engineer. 
Thee procedure of selecting reproducible results is presented in a flow chart 
(Figuree 4.5). 

Forr some speet lometers. the max imum amount of measurements taken into account for 
aa mean concentrat ion is two. 
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Figur ee 4.5: Flow chart for the analysis of a production sample. 
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